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6 of 6 review helpful There are some good arguments made in this book that will make anyone By Beyond The 
Realms A mildly interesting book that serves as a scathing observation of the Christian faith There are some good 
arguments made in this book that will make anyone contemplate what Nietzsche is saying whether you are of faith or 
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masterpiece The Anti Christ wherein Nietzsche attacks Christianity as a blight on humanity This classic is essential 
reading for anyone wishing to understand Nietzsche and his place within the history of philosophy We should not deck 
out and embellish Christianity it has waged a war to the death against this higher type of man it has put all the deepest 
instincts of this type under its ban it has developed its concept of evil o Bombastic acerbic and coldly analytical The 
Anti Christ exemplifies the muscularity of thought that surrounds the Nietzsche legend Cletus Nelson Eye 
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